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1 We have a National Security event taking place right now under the cover of

endless MSM babble about the Mueller report, indictments, legal process & the

2020 election. Turn up your Nat Security antennas bc it's a priority over the legal

aspects. This is bigger than Law & Order

2 There is enough evidence of pre and post election collusion/conspiracy that already proves Trump is

Russian asset and Putin is his handler. Helsinki proved it. To leave Trump in office one more day, is

giving Putin control of the White House. Barr knows his boss's boss is Putin

3 Mueller also completed his counterintelligence investigation. This is extremely important. Harry

Litman postulates a second counter intelligence report has been done by Mueller. 

Harry Litman
@harrylitman

But the letter begins that Mueller has concluded his counter-
intelligence investigation. If Mueller’s work is truly done, there are 
good reasons to conclude that Mueller has passed along, or will 
before exiting the building, a far more detailed 
reportwashingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/…
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Opinion | The Mueller report will be released, one way or the ot…
Both the regulations — and tradition — dictate that the Mueller report
will be released.
washingtonpost.com

4 Just bc Mueller didn't indict Americans for the Russia conspiracy doesn't mean they aren't coming.

Indictments would name Trump as a co conspirator. A big indictment takedown was likely deemed too

explosive from a Nat Security perspective due to Trump’s destructive reaction.

5 National Security remains the most important piece of all of this. See sub thread. Trump's exit will

likely be negotiated. I bet Barr gives him horrible news about Mueller's report & what would be next for

the kids if he doesn't cooperate.  
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THREAD- 1 Mueller is keeping Trump/Russia conspiracy info 
secret for a reason- it’s a National Security issue. It’s not just a/b 
jeopardizing ongoing investigations. The problem he faces is 
how to tell the country Trump is a traitor, installed by Putin, while 
he’s still in office

2,633 9:10 PM - Feb 23, 2019

1,461 people are talking about this

6 John Dean also sees a National security component happening and tweeted this. 

John Dean
@JohnWDean
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Trump and his minions think they dodged a bullet. I have a notion 
— only a recurring though — that Mueller delivered a bomb to 
AG Barr, who is now trying to figure out how to tell Trump in a 
way that doesn’t cause him to start World War III. Barr knows he 
works for a psycho.
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7 There is no way a voluminous Mueller report will not show massive criminality & treason by Trump.

The Trump conspiracy cases are now so mammoth, they had to fold in to DOJ. What's really happening is

Putin's control of the White House will end- Trump will not finish his term.

I believe Mueller's report (or a secret section) will have smoking guns- likely post election treason

involving Trump's payback to Putin. Like 14 Russians that suddenly were killed. The # 1 thing Putin

would demand is the identities of Russians who are US assets. I bet Flynn knew
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